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Torah Study, in English,  9 am 
Led by Rabbi Jon and Lay Participants 

Every Shabbat morning from 9-9:45 you can join a wonderful 
group of people and study the parsha (portion) of the week in 
English. Everything you always wanted to know about To-
rah but were afraid to ask. 
 

 
 

February 22, 9:45 
 

Welcome guest author, Judy Petsonk as she 
leads a discussion of her book, 

Queen of the Jews  
 

Queen Salome Alexandra ruled Judea (modern-day 
Israel) in the first century BCE. Vividly evoking 
scenes of ancient Jerusalem, Judy Petsonk's novel 
brings to life the queen's stormy relationship with 
her husband, and her love for the people who 
called her Shalom-Zion: the peace of Zion.  

 

Open to everyone even if you haven’t read the 
book. Come and learn about little known aspects of 
Jewish history.   

February 

2014 

 

And...Once a Month… 

Brunch & Learn 

and 

Prayer Group 

February 15, 9:45 
 

Exploring the Siddur 
Through Time 

 

Rabbi Jon will continue with his exploration of 
the Siddur through time. We will examine the 
structure of the prayer service with a focus on the 
blessings before and after the Shema. We will 
study the Shema itself and find the mystical impli-
cations grounded in this structure. 
 
 

Shabbat Morning Study, 9:45 
 

Everyone is welcome at Shabbat Morning Learning. 
The subject is always changing and the presenter/group leader 
varies also: from guest Rabbis, Cantors, Professors, to class 
members with their own special expertise. 
Check your Weekly BetNet  and FaceBook for up-to-date in-
formation and changes. 

 
February 1, 9:45 

 
The Canonization of the Tanach (Hebrew Bible) 

 

Rabbi Jon will lead us in an exploration of the 
canonization of the Tanach. How did the Hebrew 
Bible become codified into the laws and principles 
that govern the practice of Judaism? When and 
where did this occur? Our Jewish norms and 
standards of practice did not always exist. Join us 
in this unique exploration in the development of 
Judaism as we know it.  
   

February  8, 9:45  

 A Taste of Talmud 
 

Using an English translation of the Talmud, Rabbi Jon will lead 
us in an examination of a small section of text. We will follow 

the process of how the Talmud is studied.  

Brunch and Learn 
 

Sunday, February 9 
10:00—12:30 

 

Enjoy a light brunch and join Rabbi Jon 
and CBH members in a discussion of the 

challenges to CBH of Post-Modern Judaism. 
 

(Look for the flyer and BetNet for details.)   
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